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About This Game

Don't Chat With Strangers is a hard-to-describe-sort-of-horror-permadeath-puzzle-game mostly taking place in a single room.

The main character in the middle of the night is approached by a strange girl in an online chat. It quickly turns out that he is in
grave danger - the player's task is either to survive and find out why the girl is bugging the protagonist, or kill the main character

in a multitude of different ways.

In DCWS you will

chat with a virtual stranger (by selecting replies from predetermined phrases)

play computer games in a computer in a computer game in your computer

click on a few things in your room to do stuff (as in point and click adventure games)
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have to think a little if you want to complete the game

get spooked a little

die multiple times in multiple various ways
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Title: Don't Chat With Strangers
Genre: Indie
Developer:
Bartosz Bojarowski
Publisher:
Bartosz Bojarowski
Release Date: 6 Jan, 2017

 a09c17d780 

English
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2 Minute Video Review → https://youtu.be/srwXLUwEp9w

I've been looking forward to a VR murder mystery like this for a long time.
The experience is mostly about observing the characters, but there is some interaction in the form of item hunting for
achievements. The mansion is large with many secrets so for the completionist there's a lot to find.

If you enjoyed Quanero VR, then you'll love this.
This feels like the future of entertainment, I recommend it.. Sorry, the old feeling of the game is gone.

+ Yes less bugs
- Cant do options tho in game
- There's diffrent levels now instead of one world.
- No char generation
- UI used to be better.
- UNITY worst game engine ever.
Nice to try fast stuff in but bad for stable heavy loaded gaming.
+ models / textures look fine tho
. Ben şahsen çok beğendim. Gece klub tasarlamayı seven ve Tycoon hastaları için güzel. Pixel grafikleri seviyorsanız ve ben
grafiğe değil oyunun zevkine ve oynayışına önem veririm diyorsanız; alın derim. Ama early access olduğunu unutmayın!
Gelişeceğine inanıyorum.. Best game ever made, hands down. An epic story thats better than The Witcher 3 with better shooting
mechanics than any FPS ever made. Photorealistic graphics. Incredible sound design. Professional voice acting. Incredible
soundtrack. Whats not to like?. Good hidden-object game.. So far I really like it. I am working on a new style of artwork
incorporating this program in my tool bag of programs. I like the vast options that this program adds to my art. Mixed with
Photoshop, Hexels and Corel draw I really feel that there are limitless possibilities. All of the brushes out of the box are highly
customizable. This allows for some serious experimenting with your Wacom tablets. I find this program worth the money. I will
experiment with it and then post up some of my work.. I do not buy many games that I enjoy thoroughly. This one caught my
attention during its Early Release and had me hooked. Challenging levels that do not destroy you with an impossible difficulty,
amazing Steam Community support and very fun and clear graphics. I will be playing this one for quite some time. Hopefully
the devs continue to release full levels as they have been!. Bought into early access a long time ago. this game just is not
developing fast enough for a reccomendation. Stay away until you see significant improvements. I'll update this if things change
for the better...

No improvement. Do not even spend the .99 cents. I need to find a way of actually deleting the game from my game list.. Yes, a
cat is recommending a game with dogs in it... moving on.

It's a funny little adventure game. The story is short and decent enough to deliever, but won't notice till you play a second itme.

The target audience is rather mix; while it looks more appealing for kids, it might be more for teenagers and older as it does give
some adult humor here and there, but kids may not notice them as they're subtle. Also, they use the female dog term as it's
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intended to be... so... something to consider.

Voice acting is good, but at some spots lacks enthusiasm. The music fits the setting and theme. The animation, while limited,
gets it's job done and leaves room for the imagination. There's wit and humor in this game, depending who you talk to, interact,
or have poor Jolly attempt something.

The puzzles can be a head scracther, but aren't too difficult as they may appear; but if you're really stumped, ask the parrot and
feed him a cracker (if you have any) and he'll give you hints to tips or a solution (depending how much you feed him if you find
yourself stuck). There is minor back tracking in some circumstances, but that's expected in adventure games.

My only issue, for the achievements anyway, is it's easy to miss a few things that are very well hidden or in places that weren't
there originally and won't be able to go back after a certain event till you start over from the start, like finding all the flags or
crackers and whatever gets you the highest score in the game. It can be frustrating for achievement hunters, especially since you
can't have multiple saves and it only autosaves, but you'll have to grin and bare it if that's your thing.

The price is worth it, overall. I'd pick it up if you like adventure games with a pirate theme to it.

-----

Check out more games I see that deserve more attention from my curator group:
BluePaw's Underrated Games List
Join and/or follow if you wish.. This game is a chill, laid back puzzle platformer that doesn't involve rage in trying to solve the
puzzles. It's one of those games that if you have a few hours to kill and want to play something calm and relaxing, this is the
perfect game for you. I beat the game in 3 hours.

Apparently there's multiple endings, and I only got 5/15 achievements, so I'm going to replay and see the other ending(s) and try
to get the cheevos. Overall, for a chill puzzle platformer, I rate this a 9/10!
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i cant open at first time it crash
. For those who are looking to play this game in English, I\u2019d advise against buying the game due to the poor translations.

The art of this game is pretty, and I was really looking forward to the release of the game hoping for a good story too, but
unfortunately, I\u2019ll have to give this a negative review because of the bad English translation. Most sentences are translated
to a degree where you get a gist of what is being said, but the inconsistent quality has kept me from being able to fully enjoy the
story as I\u2019m constantly needing to re-read sentences to try and make sense of everything.

An example of the translation:
"Around the dark blue sea has gradually become lighter blue, under the sunlight as if the gem is crystal clear, the ship
accompanied by billowing white waves seems to be sailing in the sky."

The game is also lacking in settings, only dealing with the basic volume, normal and auto text speed, screen size and language.
There is no skipping function available and with only 4 save slots, I can\u2019t see it as being enough to save at all the choices
either, which would make it a lengthy process in getting all the endings.

Overall, from what I\u2019ve read so far, the story seems interesting and if you can read Chinese then I think this game would
be interesting to pick up, but for English players I\u2019d be against buying this game unless your prepared to read the story
despite the translations.

Edit: The game has been updated with a skip function, pressing ctrl will now force skip through all the text.. I killed a guy with a
fish once. Good game.. Nice game, would like to see a offline mode vs bots. bought for $0.64NZD

worth the price. by buying this you can focus your xp on the good stuff. This game is extremely charming, well-designed, and
above all, relaxing. I also appreciated learning about the wine-making process by playing it. The graphics, music, and design are
all beautiful and in line with the game's concept.

There are some rough spots in this game, namely UX glitches and other tiny usability flaws (typesetting errors, tiny hit targets,
mouse focus bugs, etc), but the overall concept is sound. One could argue that Terroir needs a few more months of beta testing,
but it's definitely playable in its current state (Jan 2018) and I'm looking forward to seeing further improvements from the
developers.. Unfortunately, despite being out of early access the game isn't finished. Multiple bugs and clunky controls means it
can be difficult to play. Hacking in particular is quite painful, and trying to grab objects doesn't work consistently. Throw in a
random death or two (which means you lose everything on you), even while perfectly safe, and the game reaches frustrating
levels. I might try again in a year or so and see if it's approved, but right now I can't recomend it.
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